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The Culture Value Chain: Business Impacts Defined

Frost & Sullivan recently spoke with members of TELUS International, a global BPO provider, to get their
perspective on the importance of an organization’s culture and the impacts it has on customers and on the
business itself. What follows is a set of viewpoints, from both TELUS International and Frost & Sullivan, which
explore the intersection of culture, Customer Experience and the contact center.

Culture cannot be easily developed, nor can it be easily replicated. That’s why the right
culture – focused on what matters most to the organization and its people – can be a
significant differentiator among companies providing similar products or services. But can
you empirically correlate culture and engagement to productivity, performance and financial
success? A lot of business leaders talk about culture, but they struggle to quantify it.
— Jeffrey Puritt, President, TELUS International

THE CRUCIAL ROLE OF CORPORATE CULTURE IN CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
EXCELLENCE
There are a growing number of clear examples where highly engaged team members create superior
experiences for their customers (think of the Apple Store, the Zappos online retail experience or grocery
shopping at Wegmans Food Markets). For those companies, the top-line benefit of an outstanding Customer
Experience can be considerable.

Maintaining a great corporate culture is so important because it’s a cycle. Happy employees
create happy customers. Happy customers keep coming back and they spend more, which
creates happy investors. When investors are happy, they share more with employees, which
makes them happier.
Our agent attrition is about 20% per year, and our NPS hovers around 92%, which is
incredibly important because we don’t have a big marketing budget. Seventy-five percent
of our customers are repeat customers, and of the 25% that are first-timers, 40% of those
customers indicate that they heard about us from a friend or family member, so the customer
experience is really a form of marketing.
— Kelly Wolske, Zappos Insights Team
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There appears to be a correlation between employee engagement and revenue growth for organizations with
great corporate cultures in their internal captive call centers. The aim of this paper is to look at the links
between culture and top-line revenue growth for outsourced customer service operations specifically.

A NEW WAY TO ASSESS THE TOP-LINE IMPACTS OF CULTURE
Today, many organizations choose to enlist a global outsourcer for customer support. Instead of using
outsourcing as a cost-cutting measure (the focus of many traditional players in the outsourcing space), more
and more brand-savvy companies are placing a clear emphasis on cultural compatibility between themselves
and their outsourcing partner(s).Those firms appear to be enjoying greater long-term success than those that
engage with traditional outsourcers that compete almost exclusively on cost savings.
Strong links between employee engagement and top-line growth have already been established for culturefocused organizations and their internal call centers. To draw those same links in the outsourced realm,
TELUS International developed the “Culture Value Chain” (pictured on page 5).
At TELUS International, the Culture Value Chain framework embodies how the team approaches its business.
By fusing a culture that values and cares for employees with an emphasis on business process intelligence
driven by Six Sigma principles, TELUS International has successfully reduced voluntary agent attrition. Highly
tenured agents that feel valued and engaged then create a better experience for their customers’ customers.
TELUS International has seen the model in action, and has used it as a guide as it seeks to build a different
kind of outsourcing business.
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The TELUS International Culture Value Chain
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To lend additional industry perspective and validation to the Culture Value Chain framework, Frost & Sullivan
analysts bring their own research, experience and insight to the discussion of the connection between culture,
employee engagement and top-line business impacts in the outsourcing industry.

THE FROST & SULLIVAN PERSPECTIVE: LINKING CULTURE AND THE TOP LINE
The link between culture, employee engagement and business outcomes in the outsourcing industry is an
intriguing theme that the Frost & Sullivan Customer Contact research team has encountered repeatedly during
ongoing conversations with many different enterprises.
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Indeed, Frost & Sullivan analysts have seen first-hand evidence of great contact center culture in action
within the BPO industry specifically. In the past two years alone, we’ve visited dozens of centers, from North
and South America to EMEA and APAC. We’ve sat in on many calls between customer service agents and
customers, and have noted the powerful difference that motivated, engaged agents make when it comes to
the Customer Experience.
In fact, in a recent report titled, Key Considerations for Outsourcer Selection, Frost & Sullivan offers enterprises
a specific set of criteria called “SMART,” which is related to choosing the appropriate outsourcing partner.
At the top of the list of criteria is a set of questions about culture. For instance, SMART asks, “Regarding
customer service and sales, is there a good cultural alignment with your organization? Can a potential partner
provide the kind of sales talent you might require?”
In the same report, Frost & Sullivan calls out what it terms “Cultural Misalignment” – a constant threat to
successful outsourcing relationships.
“The nature of the relationship between customer and provider is vital to the long-term success of any outsourcing
arrangement… Premium brands, in particular, want to be able to shape the Customer Experience. This requires
a shared vision and a good cultural fit between outsourcing vendor and client. It engenders a high level of
trust, a synergistic relationship and a great deal of transparency. Poorly defined requirements and a lack of
understanding between business cultures can produce service delivery gaps that are irreparable.”
Clearly then, Frost & Sullivan and TELUS International share the view that finding and engaging great talent
will be more essential than ever in the contact center industry and the race for profitability and sustainability.
“When it comes to choosing our partners, culture plays a big role in what we look for in a customer service
provider. We have a partnership with TELUS International based on aligned cultures and a shared value system.
This makes doing business together and providing great customer service so much easier…We definitely can’t
afford to have a revolving door of agents. To effectively support our products, it takes three months of training
and case taking. And that’s one of the reasons we partnered with TELUS International – you have a handle on
managing attrition.”
– A Global Fortune 100 Company

TOP-LINE AND BOTTOM-LINE IMPACTS OF CULTURE
As mentioned, links between employee engagement and business success for organizations and their internal call
centers seem to be reinforced year after year. The top 25% most highly engaged organizations continue to have
significantly higher productivity, profitability, customer ratings, lower turnover and absenteeism, and fewer safety
incidents than those in the bottom 25%. (Source: Gallup, State of the American Workplace, 2013)
Measuring and tracking all of the positive impacts of engagement can be challenging, but cost savings and
elevated levels of performance associated with lower employee attrition offer a clear place to start. Research
from Aon Hewitt finds that companies with industry-leading employee engagement have 40-50% less turnover.
Those companies experience immediate financial benefits, including a 55% reduction in recruitment costs.
(Source: Engaging Employees for Business Success, 2008)
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Further, a recent study from Everest Group suggests that the impacts of attrition go beyond just recruitment
costs. According to the study, a typical US-based 500-person contact center could spend roughly US$0.5-1.3
million a year on attrition related costs while experiencing revenue leakage of US$0.4-0.6 million in a year.
Together, these two factors result in a potential loss of US$1-2 million in business value over a period of one
year, which is directly attributable to attrition. (Source: Everest Group, The Business Impact of Contact Center
Attrition, 2014)
But what about the positive top-line impacts of a great corporate culture? Aside from the cost impacts that
attrition can have on the bottom line, lower attrition rates and higher tenure is also associated with higher
CSAT and NPS, resulting in top-line growth for clients of outsourcing companies that incentivize employees
to stick around and build a career.
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Research from Aon Hewitt, Gallup and others supports that claim. An established and growing body of research
suggests that lower employee attrition leads to higher customer loyalty and lower customer attrition, which is
measured by repeat purchases and a higher lifetime value of a customer.

QUANTIFYING THE BUSINESS VALUE OF CULTURE
(ONLINE GAMING EXAMPLE)
Research aside, the TELUS International team has seen concrete examples of the top-line growth that
comes from an engaged contact center team. In fact, TELUS International believes that, when an outsourcer
maintains an equally high level of employee engagement as the client, it’s possible to predict a corresponding
improvement in the client’s top-line business outcomes over a given time period.
As an illustration, in a one-year span, a TELUS International client in the social gaming space experienced an
employee engagement rate of 80%.
During the same span:
• Annualized attrition fell by 7.1%
• Net Promoter Score (NPS) increased by 26%, from 44.28% to 70.26%
• Revenue increased by 12%.

The TELUS International Culture Value Chain: Gaming Example
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TELUS International believes that there is a correlation among these concurrent improvements that are a
direct result of corporate culture – both existing norms and behaviors – as well as new programs instituted
to engage contact center agents, their families and their communities.
For TELUS International, when it came to helping one online gaming company meet its customers’ needs,
hiring active gamers as agents was a priority. All of the client’s work spaces were highly customized to
reflect its products and unique culture. Moreover, TELUS International instituted team member engagement
programs to ensure that agents were as much a part of the client team as those agents operating from within
the gaming company’s own captive centers on the same virtual queue.
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Here’s what the customer said about working with TELUS International:
“If you look at our agent ratings, Net Promoter Scores, retention rates, we truly know that TELUS International is
delighting our players every day. I’ve been in this industry many, many years, and I rank TELUS International tops
of all the service delivery organizations and partnerships I’ve had the opportunity to engage with.”

“MOMENT OF TRUTH”: CULTURE IN ACTION
For contact center agents, the mark of a great culture is the extent to which they are empowered to act in the
best interest of the customer. In a departure from traditional metrics like average handle time (AHT), TELUS
International also co-developed and implemented a “Moment of Truth” approach to customer service with the
client, which was delivered to 100% of the company’s leadership and agents. Designed to deliver a superior
Customer Experience, the program was founded on a binary measurement system and a philosophy that broadly
empowered agents to solve the customer’s problems and then document the decision-making process.
As the Operations Director for TELUS International Central America, explained:
“Moment of Truth is essentially a consciousness that it’s in the agent’s hands to either deliver average service or to
‘wow’ the customer. We empowered the agents to become their own CEOs, with all of the tools that they needed
to solve the customer’s issues. The results were outstanding.”

THE CULTURE OF CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY AND
SOCIAL MISSION
For TELUS International, a corporate culture that values and empowers team members also extends into
their communities. In TELUS International’s experience, volunteerism and community involvement inspires a
whole other level of team member engagement.
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As TELUS International has developed into a global player in the BPO industry, it has acquired companies with
entrepreneurial founders who acted out of a social mission to leverage the BPO industry in order to improve
the quality of life in their respective countries. That sense of social mission and responsibility has blended well
with the culture of the parent company, TELUS Communications, which has long prioritized philanthropic giving
and sustainability.
When it comes to community engagement and Corporate Social Responsibility, TELUS’ “we give where we
live” philosophy is well established. In 2012, during the TELUS Day of Giving, over 6,000 TELUS International
team members partnered with local organizations and participated in six events globally.
In one TELUS International Central America location, 80% of team members donated money to help fund
the Day of Giving, and over 80% volunteered in the day’s activities. In its annual engagement survey, TELUS
International in Central America scored an impressive 89% for “our role in the community.”

“A lot of business leaders look at their business and ask, ‘What are our strategic objectives?
What are our financial metrics, KPIs and targets? What are the core competencies and
skills required within the organization?’ And then, in an unrelated secondary conversation,
they may talk about culture, values and CSR. It’s viewed as an addendum to the central
discussion of the business, not part of the fundamental, strategic discussion about the
business. For us, it’s one inclusive conversation and the outcomes are interdependent; we
cannot accomplish one without the other.”
— Marilyn Tyfting, Vice-President, Human Resources, TELUS International
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FURTHER QUANTIFYING THE BUSINESS VALUE OF CULTURE
(WIRELESS EXAMPLE)
When it came to TELUS International and its relationship with one wireless telecommunications provider,
fierce competition meant that the wireless provider was seeking lower costs, while also demanding
increases in its Likelihood to Recommend (L2R) rankings. TELUS International worked with the client to
institute team member engagement programs to ensure that outsourced agents were as much a part of the
client team as agents operating from within the client’s captive centers in the same virtual queue.
Specifically, TELUS International developed feedback mechanisms so that empowered agents could provide
Customer Experience feedback to the client’s retail store operations, and each agent understood their
ability to contribute to the L2R score. Traditional operational metrics like average handle time (AHT) were
transformed into coaching KPIs, as agents were increasingly empowered to manage the Customer Experience.
TELUS International’s numbers tell a compelling story:
• Team member engagement increased by 12%
• Agent attrition rate fell by 7%
• CSAT (top two box) increased from 64.4% to 78% (+13.6%), CSAT (bottom two box) decreased from
18.6% to 9.7% (-8.9%)
• Company wireless revenue increased by 7%

The TELUS International Culture Value Chain: Wireless Example
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Ultimately, this particular wireless provider was ranked “Highest in Customer Satisfaction with Stand Alone
Wireless Service” by J.D. Power and Associates in 2012 and 2013.
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Ultimately, there is a compelling argument that culture matters. The TELUS International Culture Value Chain
illustrates the connections between Corporate Culture, Employee Engagement, Agent Attrition, Customer
Satisfaction and Top-Line Revenue Growth.
In essence, when it comes to the BPO space, Frost & Sullivan has watched some of the better providers
engage in an ongoing search for improved performance. Both Frost & Sullivan and TELUS International have
seen the benefits that come from an ongoing commitment to building a strong, positive culture.
Perhaps business management thinker Tom Peters sums it up best. In a fairly recent dispatch titled, What’s
Culture Got to Do with It? Peters noted the following:

“Logically, we think that strategy should drive behavior, but, in reality, it’s the culture–underlying norms, values, belief
systems–that dictates how effectively people work together. Employees’ behavior has direct impact on the bottom
line, costs, revenue streams, level of productivity, customer satisfaction, even the brand–every aspect of the business
is affected… The most important asset in every company is the esprit de corps: the motivation and passion of each
employee ... and ... their willingness to collaborate together on whatever strategic projects are critical for growth.”
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ABOUT TELUS INTERNATIONAL
As one of Canada’s largest telecommunications companies,TELUS represents one of the best known and most
respected brands in Canada – worth over $4.3 billion (Source: Brand Finance, 2014). TELUS International is
the global contact center outsourcing arm of TELUS, founded upon the value proposition to enable customer
experience innovation through spirited teamwork, agile thinking, and a caring culture that puts customers
first. With locations throughout North America, Central America, Asia and Europe, TELUS International’s
16,000 team members support the customer service needs of some of the world’s largest brands, and most
respected corporate cultures. Learn more at: http://telusinternational.com.
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Frost & Sullivan, the Growth Partnership Company, works in collaboration with clients to leverage visionary innovation that
addresses the global challenges and related growth opportunities that will make or break today’s market participants. For more than
50 years, we have been developing growth strategies for the Global 1000, emerging businesses, the public sector and the investment
community. Is your organization prepared for the next profound wave of industry convergence, disruptive technologies, increasing
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